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COMMENDATIONS

Assistant United States Attorneys LESLIE HOFFMAN III and NANCY LOAR
Southern District of West Virginia have been commended by Walter Weiner

Special Agent in Charge of the Federal Bureau of Investigation in Pittsburgh

Pennsylvania for the successful prosecution of Logan West Virginia

doctor and officials of the United Mine Workers of America Health and

Welfare Funds for bribery in United States Fortner et al

Assistant United States Attorney VIRGINIA MATHIS District of Arizona
has been commended by Daniel Marcus General Counsel of the Department of

Agriculture for her excellent work in case filed under Title VII of the

Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Equal Pay Act in the case of Campbell et

al Bergland et al

Assistant United States Attorney JOHN ROLL District of Arizona has

been commended by Leon Ring Chief Patrol Agent U.S Border Patrol

Tucson Arizona for his excellent handling of the prosecution arising from

complex Border Patrol investigation in U.S.A Simplicia GonzalesOrozco

and Richard MaderaPerea et al

Chief Strike Force Attorney DOUGLAS ROLLER and his two trial assistants

Alexandra Kwoka and Gay Hugh Northern District of Illinois have been

commended by Philip Wayne Hummer President of the Chicago Crime Commission
for their outstanding work and convictions in the case of United States

Victor Spilotro

Assistant United States Attorney REBECCA ROSS District of Columbia has

been commended by John Shockey Chief Counsel of the Comptroller of

Currency for her excellent work on behalf of the Comptrollers Office in

the case Roussel Comptroller of the Currency and the Federal Reserve Sys
em

Assistant United States Attorney VIVIAN SHEVITZ Eastern District of New

York has been commended by William Webster Director of the Federal

Bureau of Investigation for his assistance and special interest in bank

robbery cases during the last year These included three major cases which

involved the arrest and conviction of twenty subjects and the solution

of 53 bank robberies

Assistant United States Attorney ROBERT SIMPSON Eastern District of

Tennessee has been commended by William Webster Director of the Federal

Bureau of Investigation for his skillful prosecution of the complex case

involving Melford Berns

Assistant United States Attorney JAMES WILSON Middle District of Ala
bama has been commended by Meszaros Logistics Criminal Investiga
tion Specialist Program Manager of the Department of the Army for his

performance in the case of United States Paul Mertins Murrell et al
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE FOR U.S ATTORNEYS

William Tyson Acting Director

INDEX TO CLEARINGHOUSE 1980

ISSUES 23

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Honorable

Clarence Newcomer United States District

Judge for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania 28 USAB 787 No 23

Continuing Power of Trial Subpoenas 28 USAB 359 No 11

Initiating Compromising Dismissing or

Closing Cases Prior Department Approval 28 USAB 417 No 13

Order Retaining Alternate Jurors 28 USAB 523 No 17

Readers Clearinghouse

U.S Attorneys Office Casenotes 28 USAB 697 No 21

Recent Decisions of the Court for

the First Circuit 28 USAB 495 No 16

Significant Decisions of the Court of

Appeals for the First Circuit 28 USAB 65 No

Significant Decisions of the Court of Appeals

on Criminal Forfeiture Under the Racketeer

Influenced and Corrupt Organization RICO Statute 28 USAB 219 No

Trial DeNovo 28 USAB 787 No 23
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE FOR U.S ATTORNEYS

William Tyson Acting Director

POINTS TO REMEMBER

Principles of Federal Prosecution Non Litigability

The Principles of Federal Prosecution first released on July 28
1980 noted in Part A5 page that they are not intended to do not
and may not be relied upon to create right or benefit enforceable at
law Almost identical language is expected to appear in the revision

of 28 C.F.R 16.27 et seq that will clarify the Departments regulations on
the release of informtThn in federal and state proceedings However in

spite of such language challenges will undoubtedly be made Accordingly
the information given below may be helpful to United States Attorneys in

opposing such challenges

American University Law Review Vol 27 Winter of 1978 No
The Administrative Law of Criminal Prosecution The Development of

Prosecutorial Policy by Leland Beck

The central issue of this article is whether uniform prosecutorial

policy should be articulated in some manner that strikes medium between

the full administrative law model Professor Davis would structure

prosecutorial discretion according to the Administrative Procedures Act
and the unfettered discretion traditionally found In addition to an

extensive history of prosecutorial discretion and the validity of arguments
made for or against set policy the article contains section on

litigability and judicial enforcement of such policy at both the investiga
tive and indictment stages

U.S Caceres 545 2d 1182 9th Cir 1976 440 U.S 741

One of the alternative rationals for judicial enforcement of prosecu
tonal policy is the substantive/administrative dichotomy According to

this theory court could enforce policies that protect an individuals

rights but leave free from judicial review policies that are internal and

administrative in nature and effect See the U.S Leahey 434 2d

1st Cir 1970 line of cases However Caceres does not conform to the

substantive/administrative test Copies of the brief and reply brief for

the United States in the Caceres case are available They deal extensively
with the issue raised by an agencys failure to comply with its internal

regulations

Litigability of Prosecutorial Guidelines by Scott Tyler Office
for Improvements in the Administration of Justice May 27 1979

____

Prior to publication of the newly issued Principles of Federal Prosecu
tion it was suggested that any such guideline might form the basis for

challenges to indictments or convictions which otherwise conform with
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the law Accordingly Mr Taylors memorandum examines the extent to

which criminal defendant in federal court may successfully prevent or

reverse an otherwise valid conviction by alleging that federal officers

failed to comply with an applicable prosecutorial standard or procedure

The issue of prosecutorial discretion extends beyond the basic decision

to Indict For example dismissal of charges following conviction decision

to delay prosecution decision to prosecute under the more severe of two

applicable statutes decision to proceed under habitual offender statute
decision to proceed against juvenile as an adult decision to select most

vocal of possible defendants etc Cases and articles dealing with these

and other Issues are covered in the memorandum

Since publication of the Principles of Federal Prosecution only
two direct challenges have come to our attention Diah Asker et al
Michael Lipnor et al in the Southern District of California plain
tiffs asked for Temporary Restraining Order and Preliminary Injunction

to forestall grand jury investigation where the prosecutorial decisions

were made with regard to the ethnic background of the plaintiffs and

U.S Thomas Long in the Western District of Pennsylvania plaintiff

sought dismissal for abuse by the U.S Attorney of Part of the Princl
ples which permits entering into nonprosecution agreements in exchange
for subjects timely cooperation provided such agreements are tempered

by the subjects relative culpability

Copies of the memorandum and pleadings in these cases are available from

the Executive Office for U.S Attorneys The court denied plaintiff Longs
request for the reason that it is plainly stated the Justice Depart
ments guidelines do not furnish any basis for asking the court to inter
fere with the governments discretion The Diah Asker case is still

pending

Likewise copies of the other items described above are available from

the Executive Office for U.S Attorneys Address your requests to Les Rowe

6634024

Executive Office
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Relations With Client Agencies and Guidelines for Client Consultation

The Department of Justice through the Associate Attorney General in

conjunction with the Executive Office for United States Attorneys and the

Civil Division has issued November 24 1980 memorandum to all U.S

Attorneys and Assistant U.S Attorneys on the subject of Department attor

neys responsibility for improving relationships with client agencies

The memorandum which has been mailed to all U.S Attorneys Offices will

be reprinted in the U.S Attorneys Manual 19.000 Relations with Other

Government Agencies

All attorneys are expected to follow this guidance and particularly to

keep client agency counsel promptly Informed of progress in their cases to

be responsive to offers of agency assistance and to Inform the United

States Attorney when problem arises with client agency or Its represen
tatives so that it may be resolved by the U.S Attorney the Associate

Attorney General or the Assistant Attorneys General of the litigating

divisions

If you have any questions the staff member of this office who is

responsible for this matter is Ms Sandra Manners Justice Policy Analyst
Room 4121 FTS 6331677 or 6334024

Executive Office

Coordination With Regional Directors of the Office for Civil Rights U.S

Department of Education

It has come to our attention that some United States
Attorneys desire greater coordination with the Office for Civil
Rights OCR of the U.S Department of Education regarding
actions taken by the OCR in their respective states or judicial
districts in order to respond to public inquiries and to pre
pare for any eventual litigation on behalf of OCR The Office
for Civil Rights has agreed to inform all of the Regional
Directors of OCR that United States Attorneys who are interested
in receiving notification and copies of administrative filings
may contact the Regional Directors of OCR to establish
notification system within their district list of the names
addresses and FTS numbers of each of the OCR Regional Directors
is attached to our December 1980 memorandum to all U.S
Attorneys on this subject

If you have any questions the staff member in this office
who is responsible for this matter is Ms Sandra Manners
Justice Policy Analyst FTS 633-1677 or 633-4024 Room 4120
Department of Justice

Executive Office
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE FOR U.S ATTORNEYS

William Tyson Acting Director

Index to Points to Remember of 1980

ISSUES 26

Address of Attorney General Civiletti

to Justice Department Employees 28 USAB 211 No

Advocacy Institute Thanks Supporters 28 USAB 37 No

Amendments to Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 28 USAB 525 No 17

Appellate Practice Government Attorneys Should

Strictly Comply With the Appendix Requirements

of Rule 30 Fed Appellate Procedure 28 USAB 498 No 15

Assistance in Film Making and the Production

of Television Dramatizations 28 USAB 399 No 12

Attorney General Directive 28 USAB 41 No

Avoid Unnecessary Publicity in Cases Involving

Threats Against Secret Service ProtecteeŁ 28 USAB 837 No 24

Banks Whether or Not Federally Insured 28 USAB 835 No 24

Case Citations 28 USAB 497 No 15

Civil Division Weekly Report 28 USAB 572 No 18

Collection of Educational Loans and Educational

Assistance Overpayments Referred by Department

Of Education and Veterans Administration 28 USAB 103 No

Comptroller of Currency Coordination with

United States Attorney 28 USAB 175 No

Coordination of Departments Response to

Proposed Amendments to the Federal Rules 28 USAB 361 No 11

Coordination With Regional Directors of the

Office for Civil Rights U.S Department
of Education 28 USAB 921 No 26
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Criminal DivisionAttorney Vacancies 28 USAB 35 No
28 USAB 147 No
28 USAB 177 No
28 USAB 591 No 19

Criminal Division Brief Memo Bank 28 USAB 288 No

Criminal Prosecution Under the Archaelogical

Resources Protection Act of 1979 and the

Antiquities Act of 1906 28 USAB 69 No

Department of Justice Identification Badges 28 USAB 285 No

Detail of Paralegal from HEW Regional

Attorneys Office 28 USAB 209 No

Economic Crime Enforcement Offices Staffing 28 USAB 35 No
28 USAB 69 No

Effect of Bankruptcy Reform Act on

Criminal Fines 28 USAB 836 No 24

Establishment of Daily Attorney General

Reporting System 28 USAB 41 No

Executive Office for U.S Attorneys

Coordinates U.S Attorney Office Surveys 28 USAB 497 No 15

Executive Office Staff May 1980 28 USAB 323 No 10

Food Drug and Cosmetic Act Injunction

Against Compounding Promotion and

Distribution of Drug for Unapproved
New Use 28 USAB 145 No

Government Attorneys are Liable for

Sanctions for Delay 28 USAB 462 No 14

Imminent Effective Date of Amendments

to the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure 28 USAB 865 No 25

Implementation of Amended DEA Domestic

Operations Guidelines 28 USAB 286 No

Increase in Admission Fee to Supreme

Court Bar 28 USAB 361 No 11

Litigation Against the United States

by Cuban Entrants 28 USAB 703 No 21

Litigation in Cases Over Which the Wildlife

Section has Supervisory Responsibility 28 USAB 101 No
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Memorandum of Understanding with the

Department of Agriculture 28 USAB 598 No 19

Necessity for Prompt Notification of

Adverse Decisions 28 USAB 461 No 14

New Economic Crime Enforcement Units 28 USAB 703 No 21

Policy Regarding Consent to Trial of Land

Condemnation Cases by U.S Magistrates 28 USAB 463 No 14

Political Activities of U.S Attorneys
Assistant U.S Attorneys and Federal

Employees in U.S Attorueys Offices 28 USAB 363 No 11

Principles of Federal Prosecution 28 USAB 569 No 18

Principles of Federal Prosecution

Non Lltigability 28 IJSAB 919 No 26

Privacy Act Discovery Proceedings 28 USAB 702 No 21

Pro Bono Work 28 USAB 863 No 25

Proceedings Before U.S Magistrates 28 USAB 701 No 21

Processing Freedom of Information Act

Requests 28 USAB 36 No.2

Processing of New Condemnation Cases 28 USAB 285 No

Protection of Foreign Officials Offenses

Against Officials of the Coordination Council

for North American Affairs TAIWAN 28 USAB 497 No 16

Publication of Selected Opinions of Office

of Legal Counsel 28 USAB 421 No 13

Public Integrity Section Attorney Hiring 28 USAB 759 No 22

Relations With Client Agencies and Guidelines

for Client Consultation 28 USAB 921 No 26

Reorganization of the Torts Branch 28 USAB 791 No 23

Requests for Certification to Cause the

Impaneling of Special Grand Juries 28 USAB 675 No 20

Revision of U.S Attorneys Manual 63.630 28 USAB 218 No

Selective Service Violations 28 USAB 571 No 18
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Speedy Trial Act Implementation 28 USAB 461 No 14

Speedy Trial Act Interdistrict

Transportation of Defendants 28 USAB 836 No 24

Speedy Trial Act Section 28 USAB 570 No 18

Speedy Trial Update 28 TJSAB 207 No

Tax Refund Complaints 28 USAB 218 No

Temporary Position EOUSA 28 USAB 263 No

Termination of Acceptable Surety on

Federal Bonds 28 USAB 572 No 18

The Sentencing Options of Federal

District Judges 28 USAB 146 No

Threats Against the President 28 USAB 109 No

United States Marshalls Issuing New

Badge and Credential to its Personnel 28 USAB 587 No 19

United States Attorneys Manual Title 10 28 USAB 321 No 10

Use of Incentive Awards in Attorneys
Fee Award Statements 28 USAB 69 No

Warning Counterfeit Surety Bonds 28 USAB 838 No 24

Wildlife Newsletter 28 USAB 675 No 20

Witness Security Program 28 USAB 569 No 18
28 USAB 864 No 25
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CIVIL DIVISION
Assistant Attorney General Alice Daniel

State of Vermont Goldschmidt C.A No 806112
November 12 1980 D.J 14518737

FEDERAL HIGHWAY FUNDS ALLOCATION
FORMULA MOOTNESS SECOND CIRCUIT JOINS
TENTH AND EIGHTH CIRCUTS IN RECOGNIZING
CONGRESS POWER BY STATUTE TO DEPRIVE
COURTS OF CONSTITUTIONAL POWER TO

ADJUDICATE CONTROVERSIESPENDINGAT THE
TIME THE STATUTE IS ENACTED

In the last pending highway trust fund impoundment appeal
the Second Circuit has now joined the Eighth and Tenth Circuits
in vacating the adverse district court decision with instructions
to dismiss the complaint on the grounds that legislation adopted
pending appeal moots the controversy In unanimous decision
the Court agreed with the Department of Transportation that the

Supplemental Appropriations and Rescission Act of 1980

substituted legislative for judicial resolution of the

controversy created by the Presidents impoundment of FY 1980

federal highway funds and by the Transportation Departments
attendant reallocation among the fifty states of the necessarily
diminished pool of federal highway funds In this case the

State of Vermont had successfully challenged in the district
court the legality of Transportations reallocation formula The

Vermont case was one of twelve district court actions brought
challenging either or both the Presidents impoundment and/or
Transportations allocation formula Congress expressly set out

to legislatively mandate the allocation of FY 1980 highway funds
taking the issue out of the courts altogether The Second
Circuit decision marks the third such decision favorable to

Transportation acknowledging Congress power to dictate
resolution notwithstanding the pending actions

Attorneys Anthony Steinmeyer Civil Division
FTS 6333355
Mary McReynolds Civil Division
FTS 6335534
Michael Jay Singer Civil Division
FTS 6333159
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Richard Rise United States puthern Fulton Hospital
C.A No 781082 November 19 1980 D.J 15719410

FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT FIFTH CIRCUIT
REMANDS MEDICAL MALPRACTICE CASE FOR
TRIAL

retired Army officer brought suit against the government
under the Federal Tort Claims Act for damages for the death of

his wife He alleged that the Armys referral of his wife to

substandard civilian facility and its subsequent failure to

supervise her treatment were actionable negligence The district
court granted summary judgment in favor of plaintiff and we

appealed

The first issue on appeal concerned the sufficiency of

plaintiffs administrative claim Plaintiff had provided the

Army with all of the pertinent facts but alleged different

theory of negligence in the claim than in the complaint The

court of appeals held that the claim was sufficient to support
jurisdiction over the complaint since the governments
investigation of the claim should have revealed the theory of

liability set forth in the complaint

The court of appeals held on the second point raised by the

government that it was not an exercise of the Armys discre
tionary function to decide not to treat the woman at its

facility but to refer her to civilian facility The court
considered this to be part of the patients care at an

operational level

Finally the court held that fact issues existed to be tried

as to whether the Armys reliance upon Boardcertified civilian

neurosurgeon who suggested the referral to the civilian

facility was negligent conduct under law It also remanded for

trial the question of whether the Armys failure to supervise the

patients care breached any cognizable duty under Georgia law
The court rejected plaintiffs theory that Army regulations
providing payment for military dependents cared for at civilian
facilities purchased to referral imposed duty to supervise the

patients ontinuing medical care

Attorney Susan Ehrlich formerly of Civil Division
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December 19 1980

CIVIL RIGHTS DIVISION
Assistant Attorney General Drew Days III

United States Beneficial Corp et al C.A No 791393
W.D Wash DJ 188-82-1

Equal Credit Opportunity Act

On November 18 1980 Judge Sarokin entered consent
order The lawsuit was filed on May 10 1979 The order en
joins the defendants who operate the nations largest consumer
finance company and process about 4000000 loan applications
annually from discriminating because of age or marital status
and from failing to provide appropriate notice of credit denial
to applicants The United States will be permitted to inspect
and review all documents relating to compliance for 3-year
period and to review periodically applicant files and ECOA
related litigation papers at selected offices The order pre
serves the right of the United States to appeal the courts
earlier ruling holding that the Attorney General may not seek

money damages for individual victims

Attorneys Michael Barrett Civil Rights Division
FTS 6333869
Brian Heffernan Civil Rights Division
FTS 6334713
Walter Gorman Civil Rights Division
FTS 6333743

United States City of Los Angeles C.A No 771986JWC
C.D Calif DJ 17012C96

Title VII

On November 20 1980 consent decree was submitted by
the parties and entered and approved by District Judge Jesse
Curtiss In our suit Which was filed on June 1977 we

alleged that the Los Angeles police department followed prac
tices which discriminate against blacks Hispanics and women in

the hiring of police officers consent decree was filed and

preliminarily approved in related private suit Blake City
of Los Angeles which had been filed in 1973 Final approval
of the decree in the private suit awaits notice to the plaintiff
classes and hearing on any objections which may be filed The

decree provides inter alia for up to $2000000 in back pay
and other benefits for minorities and women harmed by the
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practices of the Los Angeles police department

Attorneys Maimon Schwarzschild Civil Rights Division
FTS 5569667
Gerald George Civil Rights Division
FTS 633l3

United States State of South Carolina C.A No 76l19-t
D.S.C DJ 171J3714

Title VII
Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection Procedures

On November 25 1980 the district court for the

District of South Carolina entered consent decree which re
solves all the allegations in our complaint against the South
Carolina Highway Patrol for sex discrimination against women
In the hiring of highway patrol officers The Patrol has

agreed that it will use no selection procedures that have an

adverse Impact on women unless they are properly validated In

accordance with the Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection
Procedures

Attorney Katherine Ransel Civil Rights Division
PTS 6333895

Debra Turllngton No 793074 5th Cir DJ l69_171V1_145

Title VI

On November 26 1980 we moved for leave to file brief
as amlcus curiae This case involves challenge to Floridats
use of functional literacy test as high school graduation
requirement and as basis for assigning students to remedial
classes We argued that the district court erred in failing
to apply an effects test under Title VI the use of the

test as graduation requirement violates Title VI and should
be permanently enjoined and the question of the validity
of the test as basis for assigning students to remedial
classes should be remanded for further proceedings

Attorney Irving Gornstein Civil Rights Division
FTS 63349l
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December 19 1980

United States Town of Glastonbury Connecticut C.A No ____
Conn DJ 1751495

Fair Housing Act

On December 1980 we filed suit Our complaint
alleges that the Town has implemented policy in response to

racially motivated citizen opposition of preventing the de
velopment of racially integrated low and moderate income housing
within its boundaries In 1970 Glastonburys population of

27000 was 99% white This suit alleging discrimination
against blacks and Hispanics is part of our programmatic ini
tiative in the area of exclusionary land use practices

Attorney Iris P11 Green Civil Rights Division
FTS 6332856
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LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES DIVISION
Assistant Attorney General James Moorman

Citizens for Mass Transit Inc Adams ____ F.2d ____ No
80-3492 5th Cir November 10 1980 DJ 90-1-4-2035

National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 EIS on

bridge project for New Orleans ruled adequate

The court of appeals affirmed the district courts
judgment finding that the EIS prepared by the Coast Guard
regarding downstream parallel bridge project for New Orleans
was adequate in every respect EIS questions involved outdated
traffic studies citing sources rather than reproducing the

source materials treatment of vehicle emission data and growth
rate of bridge use estimates scattered discussion of long-term
energy consumption rather than in separate section and

consideration of alternatives

Attorneys Arthur Gowran and Kathryn
Oberly Land and Natural Resources

Division FTS 633-2756/2980

Badoni Higginson ____ F.2d ____ No 78-1517 10th Cir
November 1980 DJ 90-2-2-179

Indians Interiors operation of Glen Canyon Dam Lake
Powell and Rainbow Bridge does not violate Indians rights
under Free Exercise Clause of First Amendment

National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 decision
to file programmatic EIS sustained

The Tenth Circuit affirmed the district courts judg
ment that Interior is not operating the Glen Canyon Dam Lake

Powell and the Rainbow Bridge National Monument in violation of

rights of some Navajos under the Free Exercise Clause of the

First Amendment The court held that the governments compell
ing interest in filling Lake Powell to capacity outweighed the

Navajos religious interest in flooded sacred springs and prayer
spots It also held that the Navajos did not have First
Amendment right to exclude tourists from the National Monument
nor to require the government to control tourist behavior while

visiting the Monument The Navajos also claimed that the Bureau
of Reclamation was violating NEPA since it had not filed an EIS

on the operation and maintenance of Glen Canyon Dam The Tenth
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Circuit ruled that the decision to file comprehensive EIS on
the Colorado River Basin Project satisfied NEPA requirements

Attorneys Anne Almy and Robert Klarquist
Land and Natural Resources Division
FTS 633-4427/2731

United States North Hampton Development Co ____ F.2d ____
No 80-1070 4th Cir November 1980 DJ 33-34-442461

Condemnation Rule 71Ah commissions award
sustained

The Fourth Circuit affirmed the district court in

adopting the award made by Rule 71A commissioners in the con
deinnation of several building lots The landowner appealed
raising several procedural and evidentiary points The court
of appeals discussed in an unpublished opinion only the argu
ment discussed that the landowner was subject to possible pre
judice because the same commissioners which valued the land
owners lots were at the same time valuing numerous other
neighboring parcels tried in other proceedings The landowner
feared sales evidence in the other cases may have unfairly in
fluenced the commissioners in valuing his parcels The court
dismissed this argument as risk inherent in our system
which the parties must bear in absence of request in advance
that particular case be isolated

Attorneys Donald Mileur and Edward
Shawaker Land and Natural Resources
Division FTS 633-2956/2813

City of Romulus County of Wayne Mich ____ F.2d ____ No
76-1243 6th Cir.November 1986 DJ 90-1-4-1090

Mootness Project completed

The FAA funded new runway for Detroits airport and

prepared an EIS accordingly The district court first enjoined
further work on the runway and later quashed that injunction
after the EIS was revised The plaintiffs appealed and while
the appeal was pending the runway was completed and placed in

use The court here held that the appeal from the quashing of
the preliminary injunction was moot

Attorneys Edward Shawaker and Jacques
Gelin Land and Natural Resources
Division FTS 633-2813/2762
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Wise ____ F.2d ____ No 77-2980 5th Cir November
1980 DJ 90151331

Res Judicata State courts erroneous determination
that it had jurisdiction over quiet title action after federal
court had abstained bars relitigation of title issue in federal

court

Claimants to certain land in Mississippi brought this

action under the Quiet Title Act against other claimants and the

United States which had purchased an easement from the defendant
claimants Rather than review the case the district court ab
stained while the private defendants in the federal court action
brought state court action against the federal court p1aintiffs
The defendants received favorable judgment which was affirmed

by the Mississippi Supreme Court Thereafter on motion of the

defendants the federal district court dismissed the federal
action holding that the state court judgment was res judicata
On appeal the majority determined that while the federal court
should not have abstained at the outset in that the Quiet Title
Act vests the federal district court with exclusive jurisdiction
over such actions the state court determination that it had

jurisdiction to decide the case is res judicata and must be given
effect Circuit Judge Brown filed scathing dissent

Attorneys Nancy Firestone and Jacques
Geljn Land and Natural Resources
Division FTS 633-2757/2762

Paul Andrus ____ F.2d ____ No 77-3373 9th Cir October
1980 DJ 90-2-4-419

Attorneys fees Suit challenging constitutionality
of attorneys fees provision in Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act barred by failure to comply with venue and litigation
provisions of that Act

In brief memorandum opinion the Ninth Circuit
affirmed the district courts order dismissing Pauls complaint
seeking attorneys fees on the grounds that Pauls action
challenging the constitutionality of the attorneys fees

provision of the Alaskan Native Claims Settlement Act was
barred by the venue and limitation provisions of that Act
In contravention of the venue and limitation provisions of
ANCSA which required that any civil action challenging any
provision of ANCSA be brought in the United States District
Court for the District of Alaska within one year of its enact-
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ment Paul had filed this action in the Western District of

Washington three and one-half years after the close of the

limitation period

Attorneys Nancy Firestone and Dirk
Snel Land and Natural Resources
Division FTS 633-2757/4400

United States Hunter ____ F.2d ____ No 79-1232 10th Cir
November 10 1980 DJ 90-2-4-477

Sovereign immunity contract suit against United
States Housing Act barred

Rejecting Hunters contention that the sue and be

sued provision of the Housing Act waived the United States
sovereign immunity for claims arising under contracts entered
into under the Housing Act the Tenth Circuit held that the

Court of Claims has exclusive jurisdiction over claims against
the United States for breach of contract over $10000 The

Tenth Circuit concluded that under these circumstances the

district court had properly enjoined on action against the

United States for breach of contract in the Oklahoma state

court

Attorneys Nancy Firestone Steven
Carroll and Anne Almy Land
and Natural Resources Division
633-2757/2008/4427

Sholly Nuclear Regulatory Commission and United States Nos
50-1691 and 80-1703 D.C Cir November 19 1980 DJ

90-1-4-2198

Mootness not achieved even though action has taken

place NRC required by Section 189a of Atomic Energy Act to

hold hearing prior to granting license amendment allowing
venting of radioactive gas

Petitioners filed petitions for review of two NRC
orders permitting the Metropolitan Edison Co to release radio
active gas into the atmosphere from its Three Mile Island nuclear
plant Petitioners claimed that NRCs orders permitting the

licensee to release the radioactive gas from the reactor at
faster rate than existing specifications allowed on the ground
that it involved no significant hazards and authorizing
release of radioactive gas from the reactor building were issued
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without affording petitioners their statutory rights to notice
and hearing The United States as respondent in the

proceeding agreed with the petitioners After the court denied

petitioners request for emergency injunctive relief to block
the release of the radioactive gas the utility vented the gas
industry and the government respondents then argued that the

case was moot The court of appeals held that because NRCs
actions are capable of repetition yet evading review the

issues in the case are not moot so the court could issue the

requested declaratory relief under Section l89a of the

Atomic Energy Act of 1954 42 U.S.C 2239a the NRC is required
to hold hearing on license amendments whenever interested
parties request one and 3NRCs venting order was license
amendment subject to the hearing requirements of Section 189a

Attorneys David Strauss OLC Peter

Steenland Jr Sanford Sagalkin and

Lois Schiffer Land and Natural
Resources Division FTS 633-3694/2748/
27 19/2704
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OFFICE OF LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS
Assistant Attorney General Alan Parker

SELECTED CONGRESSIONAL AND LEGISLATIVE ACTIVITIES

NOVEMBER 25 1980 DECEMBER 1980

Inspector General H.R 7893 the Inspector General
Amendments Act of 1980 having passed the House of Representatives
remains in Committee on the Senate side On November 21 1980
the Department of Defense beat back an effort by Senator
Eagleton to amend its appropriation bill by creating an

Inspector Generals office at DOD The amendment was never
offered by Senator Eagleton Indications are that the bill will
remain in Committee until the end of the 96th Congress
Representative Brooks and the Government Operations Committee
staff in the House have promised that the legislation will
surface early in the 97th Congress

Technical Amendments to the Customs Court Act 3235 is

technical amendment to 1654 the Customs Court Act which
the President signed in October 1980 The principal purpose for
the amendment is to postpone the effective date of the Act in

terms provisions relating to interest which would have to be paid
on claims held by parties with present actions pending against
the Government The effective date in 1654 was placed in it

just prior to passage by the House and Senate 3235 passed
both the House and Senate on December 1980

Risk Retention Act Title of H.R 6152 the Product

Liability Risk Retention Act of 1980 is bill which would
facilitate the formation and operation of groups most likely
manufacturers whose purpose would be to provide liability
insurance arising out of product tort actions The Department
is quite concerned that these groups would be able to share
information and therefore affect competitive markets H.R 6152
as passed by the House contains language which would make it

clear that these groups would not be exempt from the antitrust
laws The Senate Commerce Committee version does not It

appears that the Senate version will be the one that will pass
the Congress if any version does The Department has forwarded

proposed amendment to the Senate Commerce Committee

Paperwork Reduction The House approved the Senate
amendments to H.R 6410 on December 1980 Those amendments
contained assurances that most of the activities conducted by
the Department of Justice will not be covered under this Act
The President is expected to sign this legislation
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Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit Action this

Congress on H.R 3806 the Court of Appeals for the Federal
Circuit bill is still uncertain The Department is working
hard to free the bill by encouraging Senator Bumpers whose
judicial review of agency action amendment is dead for this year
in any event -- to lift his hold

Government Patent Policy On November 20 the Senate
Judiciary Committee was discharged from further consideration
of H.R 6933 the Administrations patent reexamination and
uniform government patent policy bill On the floor of the
Senate Senator Dole offered an amendment in the nature of
substitute which adopted essentially the patent policy
incorporated in 414 Senator Bayhs bill on government
patent policy for small businesses and universities and which
deleted the provisions relating to large businesses After
agreeing to the Bayh amendment in the nature of substitute
the Senate passed the bill by voice vote

The House passed the Senate version of the bill on
November 21 The President is expectedto sign the measure

Auto Import Relief On December the House passed
H.J Res 598 authorizing the Presidentto negotiate restrictions
on automobile imports by vote of 317 to 57

Immigration On December the House passed H.R 7273
the INS efficiency bill under suspension of the rules The
bill contains two provisions particularly important to the

Department Section which expands the lists of countries
to which an excluded alien may be returned or sent and section
12 which relates to INS authority to seize vehicles

At this time it is unclear whether the bill will receive
Senate consideration Senator Huddleston has objected to
unanimous consent agreement on the bill and the bill will not
be brought up unless he can be persuaded to change his mind

Medical Records Privacy The proposed Federal Privacy
of Medical Information Act H.R 5935 was resoundingly defeated
on vote of 97 yeas to 259 nays under suspension of the rules
thus effectively consigning the bill to oblivion The Depart
ment has consistently opposed certain provisions of the bill
on the ground that they would impede the ability of law
enforcement agencies to investigate fraud and graft within the
medicare and medicaid programs

On the House floor the Republican members were fairly
united in their opposition to H.R 5935 However
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the most telling attacks on the bill came from Chairman Boland
of the Intelligence Committee and Representative Mazzoli of
the committee who both criticized the foreign intelligence
access provision as one which could abort sensitive ongoing
investigations by alerting the targets

DOJ Appropriations On December the Senate approved
by voice vote the conference report on the DOJ appropriations
bill H.R 7584 thus clearing the measure for the President
Senator Weicker iiearly succeeded in amending the conference

report to ameliorate the effect of the Collins antibusing
provision However the conference report was ultimately
approved without modification

Should the President veto H.R 7584 because of the anti
busing provision and the Levitas legislative veto device
an interesting scenario will arise This is so because H.J
Res 637 the continuing resolution to fund those portions of

the government which do not have enacted appropriations bills

when the 97th Congress adjourns incorporates by reference the

language of the H.R 7584 conference report H.J Res 637

passed the House on December by 272 to 106 vote and is

awaiting Senate action The President has threatened to veto

this measure also

Fair Housing

On December 1980 the Senate failed to obtain the

necessary votes on motion to close further debate on H.R 5200
the House passed fair housing bill This failure to invoke

cloture ends the possibility for fair housing legislation during
the 96th Congress
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Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure

Rule 6g The Grand Jury Discharge and
Excuse

Defendant corporation moved to withdraw its pleas of

nob contendere to felony violations of the Sherman Act
arguing that the indictment was null under Rule 6g since it

was returned more than 18 months after the impanelment of

the grand jury The Government contended that pursuant to

local rule the grand jury actually began serving approxi
mately two weeks after the impanelment date and the indictment
therefore issued within the 18 month period The district
court denied defendants motion holding that the life of the

grand jury is measured from the date on which it is authorized
to begin serving rather than the date on which it is

impaneled and sworn and defendant appealed

The Court noted that prior cases simply assumed that the
date of commencement of grand jury service for the purposes
of Rule 6g is the impanelment date and the issue of whether
Rule 6g permits district to separate the commencement of

grand jury service from the impanelment date is one of first

impression Looking to the legislative history the Court found
that the major purpose of the 18 month limitation was to esta
blish uniform limitation on the life of grand jury and
concluded that this purpose is best served by bright
line rule that grand jury commences on the impanelment
date therefore the indictment in this case was invalid
However since the crimes charged were not infamous within
the meahing of the Fifth Pmendment and the Government could

accordingly have proceeded by information the Court concluded
that the district court properly retained jurisdiction and
affirmed

Affirmed

United ates Armored Trarsport Inc 629 F.2d 1313

9th Cir October 1980
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Free Press Fair Trial

On September 25 1980 the Judicial Conference approved the attached

Revised Report of the Committee on the Operation of the Jury System on the

Free PressFair Trial Issue The report includes recommended guidelines

for the consideration of the United States district courts in responding to

situations where the dissemination of prejudicial publicity regarding

pending criminal case may impede the right to fair trial

The attached report and guidelines are revision of prior study on

the subject which was approved by the Conference in 1968 and modified in

1970 The previous reports are published in Federal Rules Decisions and

may be found at 45 F.R.D 397 1969 and 51 F.R.D 135 1971

Copies of this report have been sent to the Judges and Clerks of all

U.S Courts of Appeals District Courts Bankruptcy Courts and U.S

Magistrates
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REVISED REPORT OF THE

JUDICIAL CONFERENCE COMMITTEE ON THE

OPERATION OF THE JURY SYSTEM

ON THE

FREE PRESS FAIR TRIAL ISSUE

Approved by the
Judicial Conference of the United States

September 25 1980
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INTRODUCTION

In 1976 in recognition of the potential need for change

the Judicial Conference of the United States authorized its

Committee on the Operation of the Jury System to appoint

special subcommittee that would renew the study of the free

press fair trial issue and would recommend whether any azrend

ments to the free press fair trial guidelines as originally

promulgated in 19681 and amended in 19702 should be made

Judge Collins Seitz Chief Judge of theCourt of Appeals

for the Third Circuit chaired this subcommittee which also

included Senior Judge Jean Breitenstein Tenth Circuit

Chief Judge Howard Bratton New Mexico Judge Gerhard Gesell

District of Columbia Senior Judge Walter Pettus Gewin Fifth

Circuit Senior Judge Thomas MacBride Eastern District of

California and Judge William Thomas Northern District of

Ohio

In the following pages and the attached proposed revised

guidelines are reflected the developments reviewed and con

siclered their impact upon the present guidelines and the

specific recommendations determined to be in order as the

result of the study

145 F.R.D 391 1969

251 F.R.D 135 1971
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DEVELOPMENTS SINCE
ADOPTION OF THE
CONFERENCE GUIDELINES

The present guidelines were in large part an outgrowth

of the decision in Sheppard Maxwell 384 U.S 333 1966

In that case the Supreme Court held that massive pervasive

and prejudicial publicity had deprived Sheppard of his fair

trial right under the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth

Amendment and that the trial judge did not fulfill his

duty to protect Sheppard from such publicity and from

disruptive influences in the courtroom 384 US at 363

The Court stated that

Given the pervasiveness of modern corrxnunica

tions and the difficulty of effacing prejudicial
publicity from the minds of the jurors the trial
courts must take strong measures to ensure that the
balance is never weighed against the accused

The courts must take such steps by
rule and regulation that will protect their processes
from prejudicial outside interferences 384 U.S at
36263

The court in Sheppard Maxwell had reaffirmed the

principle that

responsible press has always been re
garded as the handmaiden of effective judicial ad
ministration especially.in the criminal field
and that the press does not simply publish in
formation about trials but guards against the mis
carriage of justice by subjecting the police pros
ecutors and judicial processes to extensive public
scrutiny and criticism 384 U.s at 350
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It did not find incompatible with this belief..a power in the

trial judge to control the release byattorneys court

personnel parties and witnesses of information that would

interfere with fair trial 384 U.S at 361 363 Further

various other measures were suggested for use by trial

court where there is reasonable likelihood the prej

udicial news .. would prevent fair trial 384 U.S at

363

The reasonable .likelihood test was adopted as the

standard for the original guidelines and district courts

across the country have used the guidelines as basis for

local court rules Disciplinary Rule 7-107 of the American

Bar Association Code of Professional Responsibility also

adopted the reasonable likelihood standard and local

court rules were likewise based upon DR 7-107

In 1975 local court rules that regulated attorney

comment much as was suggested in Recommendation of the

Conference guidelines and DR 7-107 were challenged in

Chicago Council of Lawyers Bauer 522 F.2d 242 7th Cir

1975 cert denied 427 U.S 912 1976 The Seventh

Circuit rejected the reasonable likelihood test as over-

broad and substituted for it the serious and imminent

threat test 522 F.2d at 249 Applying this standard to

each section of the rule the Court concluded that while

-3-
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comment by counsel other than Government counsel during the

investigative stage could not be considered BUC4I threat

comments on such things as defendants prior record the

possibility of guilty plea confessions examinations or

tests or the refusal to take them infor7nation about potential

vithesses and opinions as to guilt or innocence the evi

dence and the merits of the case could be presumed to be

serious and imminent threat so that an attorney must prove

that comment by him on such matters did not constitute

serious and imminent threat to fair trial The court

further concluded that under its announced standard

comment relating to the trial or the parties or issues in

the trial could be prohibited during criminal trial

including the period of jury selection 522 F.2d at 251-56

Four years later the issue again arose in the Fourth

Circuit In Eirschkop Snead 594 F.2d 356 4th Cir

1979 the court reached result contrary to that reached

by the Seventh Circuit holding that the reasonable

likelihood test as it applied to prejudicial publicity

had been explicitly approved for remedial action and at the

very least implicitly approved for preventive action by the

Supreme Court in Sheppard Maxwell 384 U.S 333 363

1966 594 F.2d at 36970 Accord United States

Tijerina 412 F.2d 662 66667 10th Cir 1969 cert

-.4

._
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denied 396 U.S 990 1969 Insofar as the specific prohi

bitions of the rules limited attorney comment about pending

criminal jury trials the court found such limitations

constitutional 594 F.2d at 36970

Both circuits made other subsidiary rulings pertinent

to the Conference guidelines The Seventh Circuit would

under what it perceived to be the proper test apply the

rule to bench trials 522 F.2d at 256-57 The Fourth

Circuit held that any gain from the application of the rule

once it became apparent that the case would be tried to the

judge alone was outweighed by the substantial restriction

on first a.mendment rights and hence unconstitutional 594

F.2d at 371-72 Both the Fourth Circuit 594 F.2d at 372

and the Seventh Circuit 522 F.2d at 257 held that re

strictions on comment could not be imposed pening sen

tencing since the sentencing judge is entitled to conduct

broad inquiry and consider almost any factor in exercising

his sentencing discretion Finally prohibiting lawyers

comments during civil litigation was held unconstitutional

by both the Fourth Circuit 594 F.2d at 373 and the Seventh

Circuit 522 F.2d at 257-59 Both decisions cited the

substantially greater length of the typical civil proceeding

as compared to criminal cases and the nature of major civil

litigation as potentially affecting vital public issues as
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to which enlightened discourse is desirable Both Circuits

also noted0 as an arguent against the enforceability of

general standard proscribing attorney comment in civil

cases the availability to the courts of special orders

which may be entered in particular proceeding and tailored

to its unique circumstances

The next decision that reflected need for re-exasnina

tion of the Conference guidelines caine in 1976 when the

Supreme Court decided Nebraska Press Assn Stuart 427

U.S 59 1976 In that case state court had entered an

order in criminal case restraining the news media from

publishing information strongly implicative of the accused

until the jury had been selected and impaneled The Supreme

Court held that the order violated the first amendment3

observing that

Prior restraints on speech and publication are
the most serious and the least tolerable infringe
ment on First Amendment rights because prior
restraint has an immediate and irreversible
sanction ... If it can be said that threat

3Because this case involved state proceeding the
constitutional prohibition of the First Amendment against
actions by the Congress which would abridge freedom of

speech or the press was applied to this state court order as

an incident of the Due Process Clause in the Fourteenth
Amendment 427 US at 556 citing Near Minnesota
ex rel Olson 283 U.S 697 707 1931

-6-
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of criminal or civil sanctions after publication
chills speech prior restraint freezes it
at least for the time 427 U.s at 559

The Courts opinion did not establish priority as to

first and sixth amendment rights or declare an absolute ban

upon prior restraint orders by courts in all circumstances

Nevertheless it found that the order entered in the case

before it was invalid as overbroad to survive first amendment

scrutiny The Court did note that its conclusion on the

facts before it was likely to be equally applicable to other

cases4 because of the problems inherent in meeting the

heavy burden of demonstratIng in advance of trial that

without prior restraint fair trial will be denied In

this respect it was said that the record now before us is

illustrative rather than exceptional 427 U.s at 569

The remaining decisions bearing upon this study came re

cently In Gannett Co DePasquale 443 U.S 368

1979 the Supreme Court held that the sixth amendment

CBS Inc Young 522 F.2d 234 6th Cir 1975
in which district judges order to counsel court personnel
parties to the litigation and their relatives close
friends and associates to refrain from publicly discussing
pending civil actions was found to be proscribed by the
first amendment and writ of mandamus to vacate it was
issued by the Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit
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guarantee of public trial does not preclude the closure of

pretrial suppression bearing upon motion oI the defense

in order to curb the disclosure of prejudicial information

and to protect the defendants right to fair trial.5 The

Court noted that the closure of pretrial proceedings is one

of the most effective means to insure that the fairness of

trial will not be jeopardized by prejudicial information

about the defendant 443 U.S at 379

While the Cour.t recognized strong societal interest

in public trials it did not detect in such recognition the

creation of sixth anendzient right on the part of the

public to attend pretrial proceeding The sixth arnendient

was held to confer the right to public trial only upon

defenda.t and only in criminal case 443 U.S at 387

Finally while declining to decide whether such right

existed the Court said that even if it were to be assumed

that the first and fourteenth amendzrents guaranteed to the

public right to attend criminal trials the state court

had considered and balanced this right against the right of

5See Nebraska Press Assn Stuart 427 V.5.539
at 564 n.$ 569 1976 where this holding was presaged
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the defendants to fair trial Notihgthat the trial courts

denial of access had been only temporary since transcript

of the hearing was made available once the danger of prejudice

had passed the Court stated that unlike the situation where

an absolute ban is imposed the press and the public had an

early and full opportunity to scrutinize the hearing and the

press could inform the public about it accurately and completely

so that any constitutional right of the public to attend the

hearing was not violated 443 U.S at 393

The subsequent decision in Richmond Newspapers Inc

Virginia 448 U.s ____ 1980 dealt with trial closure

and did not disturb the holding in Gannett as to closure of pre

trial proceeding In that case the plurality opinion of Chief

Justice Burger held that the right to attend criminal trials

is implicit in the guarantees of the First Amendment and that

an overriding interest articulated in find.ings the

trial of criminal case must be open to the public Implic

itly approving Gannetts ruling the plurality opinion declared

The Court held that the Sixth Amend
ments guarantee to the accused of public
trial gave neither the public nor the press
an enforceable right of access to pretrial
suppression hearing added

448 U.S at _____

II

R.ECOMMENDATI ONS

As was stated in the 1968 Free Press Fair Trial Report
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The crux of the problem at hand lies

in applying simultaneously to the adminis
tration of criminal justice in the federal
courts two constitutional limitations the

right of the news media to publish on the

one hand and the right of the individual
accused of crime to fair trial by an im
partial jury on the other.6

The statement sums up the concerns reflected in this report

and every effort has been made to continue satisfactory

accommodation of these two rights

Before turning to the recommendations resulting from this

study two items should be noted First large portions of

the original committee comments have been incorporated into the

attached revised guidelines so .that the document will be as

self-contained as possible Second it must be pointed out that

no independent review of the existing recommendation relating

to the use of radio and television equipment to broadcast court

proceedings was undertaken and no significant amendments to that

portion of the guidelines will be offered If such study is

in order in view of developing techniques and state-court

experimentation in the area7 it is suggested that consideration

should be given to the designation of an appropriate group to

undertake full-fledged review of this issue and judicial policy

bearing upon it

The recommendations offered have been made with the know

ledge that the realm of free press fair trial is dynamic

645 F.R.D at 393

7See pp 4041 infra

10
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and nothing presented here is intended as final answer

Rather this revision and up-date is designed to reflect

after taking into account the divergence of views on the free

press fair trial issue what has been concluded to be the

current preferred practice

It is concluded that the reasonable likelihood standard

is an appropriate standard for use in regulating attorney corn

ment in criminal matters and it is recommended that it be

retained in Recommendation The standard together with the

explicit rules that follow it suffices to inform attorneys of

what they may and may not say for publication regarding imminent

or pending criminal litigation in which they are involved

On the other hand the recent decisional developments

described supra are persuasive that paragraph which prohibits

attorney comment for publication pending the imposition of

sentence should be deleted from the guidelines and such deletion

is recommended Likewise paragraph prohibiting attorney com

ment in civil litigation should be deleted leaving that area

to be handled by special order in any case where warranted

There appears to be minimal need for the proscriptions of

Recommendation in criminal actions tried to the court and it

is recommended that when it has been ascertained that crim

inal action will be tried to judge alone there should be no

restrictions in the Conference guidelines on attorney comment

with regard to the action
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Two additional provisions are recommended for inclusion

in Recommendation Recommendation C-3 incorporates the

Supreme Courts holding in Nebraska Press Assn Stuart 427

U.S 539 1976 that trial court may not prohibit the media

from publication of any information in their possession relating

to criminal case

Recommendation C-4 embodies the rule of Gannett Co

DePasquale 443 U.s 368 1979 that pretrial proceedings may

be closed in very limited circumstances and only upon proper

showing of necessity The rule recommended herein is designed

exclusively to insure to the defendant in criminal case

fair trial by jury unprejudiced by pretrial publicity It is

not directed to requests for closure of preliminary proceedings

on other grounds such as for example to protect the safety of

investigative sources or the physical or emotional well being

of young victim Such purposes are best accommodated by the

consideration of special order in an individual case Nor is it

intended.to apply to any request for closure of an actual trial

whatever the reason Requests for trial closure should be

considered on case by case basis under the strictures of

Richmond Newspapers Inc Virginia 448 U.S ____ 1980

The balance of the recommended changes are minor e.g

enumerating in Recommendation C2 the use of side-bar conferences

to insure an impartial jury Such changes were suggested by

decisional law and practical experience gained since the original

12
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guidelines were framed or were made to update the guidelines

in relation to pertinent standards promulgated by others It

is recommended that these small alterations be adopted

III

CONCLUS ION

The special subcommittee presents the foregoing recommend

ations for consideration and approval by the Committee on the

Operation of the Jury System They are offered only after having

been circulated for comment to wide crosssection of the

federal judiciary the legal profession and the news media in

an attempt to elicit the views and suggestions of those most

knowledgeable of the issues discussed herein and most directly

affected by our recommendations Approximately 60 organizations

and individuals were invited to comment upon our draft report

and all responses which were received have been seriously con

sidered by the subcommittee

Respectfully submitted

CosSeit
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REVISED
FREE PRESS FAIR TRIAL

GUIDELINES OF THE
JUDICIAL CONFERENCE OF THE UNITED STATES__1980

RECOMMENDATION RELATING TO THE RELEASE
OF INFORMATION BY ATTORNEYS IN

CRIMINAL AND VL CASES

It is recommended that each United States District Court

adopt rule of court regulating public discussion by attorneys

of pending or imminent criminal litigation and that this rule

contain substantially the following

It is the duty of the lawyer or law firm

not to release or authorize the release of infor

mation or opinion which reasonable person would

expect to be disseminated by any means of public

communication in connection with pending or ixnmi

nent criminal litigation with which lawyer or

law firm is associated if there is reasonable

likelihood that such dissemination will interfere

with fair trial or otherwise prejudice the due

administration of justice

New matter in each recommendation is underscored matter
to be omitted is lined through
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With respect to grand jury or other pend

ing investigation of any criminal matter lawyer

participating in or associated with the investigation

shall refrain from making any extrajudicial statement

which reasonable person would expect to be dis

serninated by any means of public comnunication that

goes beyond the public record or that is ot necessary

to inform the public that the investigation is underway

to describe the general scope of the investigation to

obtain assistance in the apprehension of suspect to

warn the public of any dangers or otherwise to aid in

the investigation

From the time of arrest issuance of an

arrest warrant or the filing of complaint infor

mation or indicthent in any criminal matter until the

commencement of trial or disposition without trial

lawyer or law firm associated with the prosecution or

defense shall not release or authorize the release of

any extrajudicial statement Which reasonable person

would expect to be disseminated by any means of public

communication relating to that matter and concerning

The prior criminal record including

arrests indictments or other charges of crime

or the character or reputation of the accused except

-15-
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that the lawyer or law firm may make factual state

jnent of the accuseds name age residence occupation

and family status and if the accused has not been

apprehended lawyer associated with the prosecution

may release any information necessary to aid in his

apprehension or to warn the public of any dangers he

may present

The existence or contents of any con

fession admission or statement given by the accused

or the refusal or failure of the accused to make any

statement

The performance of any examinations or

tests or the accuseds refusal or failure to submit to

an examination or test

The identity testimony or credibility

of prospective witnesses except that the layer or

law firm may announce the identity of the victim if

the announcement is not otherwise prohibited by law

The possibility of plea of guilty to

the offense charged or lesser offense

Any opinion as to the accuseds guilt

or innocence or as to the merits of the case or

the evidence in the case

The foregoing shall not be construed to preclude the lawyer

or law firm during this period in the proper discharge of

16
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his or its official or professional obligations from

announcing the fact and circumstances of arrest inóluding

time and place of arrest resistance pursuit ad use of

weapons the identity of the investigating and arresting

officer oragency and the length of the investigation from

making an announcement at the time of seizure of any physical

evidence other than confession admission or statement

which is limited to description of the evidence seized

from disclosing the nature substance or text of the charge

including brief description of the offense charged from

quoting or referring without comment to public records of the

court in the case from announcing the scheduling or result of

ar.y stage in the judicial process from requesting assistance in

obtaining evidence or from announcing without further comment

that the accused denies the charges made against him

During the trtaI jury trial of any criminal matter

including the period of selection of the jury no lawyer or

law firm associated with the prosecution or defense shall

give or authorize any extrajudicial statement or interview

relating to the trial or the parties or issues in.thØ trial

which reasonable person would expect to be disseminated by

means of public communication if there is reasonable likeli

hood that such dissemination will interfere with fair trial

except that the lawyer or law firm may quote from or refer

without comment to public records of the court in the case

l7-
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Aitec the Gp2eteR ef eEIa eE ØI6pe6teR

wtheat ta ef ay eraa aeeeE arid pEeE te the

tpe6eefl eeHteRee awyer er aw fir aeseeated weh

the pEeseeat4eR eE deetse ha
autheE4Pg ay eMera dea stateReRe wheh EeaseRabe

pese wefld ecpeee Ce be sseaeed by FR6 p.be

G9RatQR theEe Ls Eea6eRabe akeheed that Gh
dgGeiatLQ wi aeet the LpestªeR eteee

Nothing in this Rule is intended to preclude the

forntulation or application of more restrictive rules relating

to the release of information about juvenile or other offenders

preclude the holding of hearings or the lawful issuance

of reports by legislative administrative or investigative

bodies or to preclude any lawyer from replying to charges

of misconduct that are publicly made against him

4ewyer or 4aw aseeeeted wtth etv41

eette eheI et drng te vest eten or teten make

or perte4pete king en extr ea4 statement ethe

than qeteten from er reference to pbe records whteh

reaeenabe person wed expect Ce be desewnated by means

of pe eemmw4eaten there reasenabie ike4ieed

that eeh dsse tnaten w2il 4mterfere w4th fair tra end

wheh relates to

41 Evenee re rdtng the oeerrenee or

trensset4en nveved
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T1e eaiaeter e3kIit ema1
party thtress er prespeetve yfttPe9e

43 he pererriaiee er rests ef arty ea
patert9 tests t1e efsa fae ef pasty

te et te etje

44 W4s ep4rt1ert as te te iet8 ef te eas
er defesea ef pa1ty eeept as eqiaed aw

er ed2rt4stratve re
Arty ete atte reaseay key te

tefere wth EIS ta ef te aeteP

COMMITTEE COM..ENT

One of the chief sources of prejudicial publicity in

cristtinal case is the prosecution or defense attorney who

releases to the news media information about the defendant

and the trial Unguestionably the courts have the power to

regulate this particular source of information and there

now seems to be general agreement that they have the duty to

do so Indeed such is the plain mandate of Sheppard

Maxwell 384 u.s 333 1966 where the United States

Suprezte Court stated

The fact that many of the prejudicial news
items can be traöed to the prosecution as well
as the defense aggravates the judges failure
to take any action See Stroble California
343 U.S 3.81 201 1952 Frankfurter
dissenting Effective control of these sources
concededly within the courts powermight well
have prevented the.divulgence of inaccurate

19-
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SI
information rumors and accusations that made up much
of the inflammatory publicity at least after Sheppards
indictment 384 U.S at 361

combination of the reasonable likelihood standard

and control over attorney comments as suggested above by he

Court underlies the specific restrictions set out in

Recommendation as they did originally Retention of the

reasonable likelihood standard is based upon Sheppard

Maxwell 384 U.S at 363 Hirschkop Snead 594 F.2d at

36970 and United States Tijerina 412 F.2d at 66667

The guidelines aspresent1y constituted also incluäe

language added in 1970 to.clarify and to make the guidelines

uniform with other rules governing attorney comment The

phrase or law firm was added for the sake of clarity and

to provide the coverage specified inDisciplinary Rule 7-107

of the ABA Code of Professional Responsibility

The substitution of reasonable man standard re

lating to public dissemination was made because an objective

standard of conduct was preferable to one that referred to

subjective intent The language was taken from Disciplinary

Rule 7107 of the ABA Code of Professional Responsibility

The phrase Rassociated with was also added to para

graph in 1970 Such broader coverage was thought to be

-20-
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advisable The revised paragraph would apply for example

to all lawyers in the Departuent of Justice with respect to

criminal investigations

Paragraphs through and what is now paragraph of

Recommendation have not been amended insofar as they apply

to criminal jury trials

owever in accordance with the discussion

Recommiendation has been redrafted so that its prohibitions

do not apply after it has been ascertained that there will

be nonjury trial Yirther the redraft strikes the

guideline prohibiting comment pending sentencing Last

those prohibitions of attorney comment about imminent or

pending civil litigation have been stricken

It is of course recognized that courts in the Seventh

Circuit are bound by the decision in Chicago Council

of Lawyers Bauer 522 F.2d 242 7th Cir 1975 cert

denied 427 U.S 912 1976

It should also be noted that the AA has established

new criminal standard that proscribes disclosure of information

by lawyer that uwould pose clear and present danger to

the hirness of the trial American Bar Association

Standards elating to the Administration of Criminal Justice

ree Press and Pair Tria1 Standard 81.1a 1978

-21
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RECOMMENDATION RELATING TO THE RELEASE OF

INFORMATION BY COURTHOUSE PERSONNEL
IN CRIMINAL CASES

It is recommended that each United States District

Court adopt rule of court prohibiting all court kee

supporting personnel including arrong others marshals

deputy marshals court clerks bailiffs court reporters

and employees or subcontractors retained the courtappointed

official reporters from disclosing to any person without

authorization by the court infornation relating to pending

grand jury proceeding or criminal case that is not part of

the public records of the court Such rule should specifi

cally forbid the divulgence of information concerning grand

jury proceedings in camera argurrnts and hearings held in

chambers or otherwise outside the presence of the public

COMMITrEE CO4MENT

Section 8-2.2 of the ABAs Standards Relating to the

Administration of Criminal Justice Fair Trial and Free

Press 1978 recommends prohibiting unauthorized dis

closures of matters not of public record by courthouse

personnel who can be an undisclosed source of potentially

prejudicial information in pending criminal cases There

can be little question of the wisdom of such rule See
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Parker Gladden 385 U.S 363 1966 bailiffs statement

as to guilt of accused which was overheard jurors

required reversal of conviction

District Court has authority to promulgate such

rule and enforce it by contempt.8 Sheppard Maxwell

contains clear direction to the courts to take such steps

More specifically the trial court might well have
proscribed extrajudicial statements by any lawyer
party witness or court official which divulged
prejudicial matters 384 U.S at 36 emphasis
supplied

The courts must take such steps by rule and regulatio
that will protect their processes from prejudicial
outside interferences Neither prosecutors counsel
for defense the accused witnesses court staff

nor enforceiient officers comirg under thejurisdiction
of the court should be permitted to frustrate its
function 384 U.S at 363 emphasis supplied

With respect to the conduct of judges themselves

public comment about pending or impending proceeding by

judge is disapproved by Canon 3A6 of the Code of Judicial

Conduct for United States Judges.9

No substantial changes have been made in this rec

ornznendation

U.S.C 4012 authorizes federal court to punish
as contempt Misbehavior of any of its officers in their
official transactions

9The Code of Judicial Conduct for United States Judges
applies to judges of the United States and United States

magistrates Report of the Proceedings of the Judicial
Conference at 2425 1973
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RECOMMENDATIONS RELATING TO THE CONDUCT
OF UD1CIAL PROCEEDINGS IN CRIMINAL CASES

Provisions for Special Orders in

Appropriate Cases

It is recommended that each United States District

Court adopt rule of court providing in substance as

follows

In widely publicized or sensational criminal

case the Court pn motion of either pzrty or on its

own motion nay issuea special order governing such

matters as extrajudicial statements by parties arid

witnesses likely to interfere with the rights of the

accused to fair trial by an impartial jury the

seating arid conduct in the courtroom of spectators and

news media representatives the management and

sequestration of jurors and witnesses and any other

matters which the Court may deem appropriate for inclusion

in such an order

COMMITTEE COMMENT

The recommendation would provide basis for special

orders by the court in an appropriate criminal case likely

to receive massive publicity and where the courts standing

rules and orders might be inadequate to eliminate prejudicial

24
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influences from the courtroom Such case was Sheppard

Maxwell itself where the Court said The crnival

atmosphere at trial could easily have been avoided since the

courtroom and the courthouse premises are subject to the

control of the court 384 U.S at 358

Although the ABA Free Press Fair Trial Standards do

not explicitly recommend rule of this type Standard 8-3.6

does urge that in case which is likely to attract unusual

publicity the trial judge should regulate and control the

proceedings by specialdirections to trial.participants

spectators and news media representatives where necessary to

preserve decorum in and around the courtroom and to maintain

the integrity of the trial

The Seventh Circuit in Chicago Council of Lawyers

Bauer irnpliedly acknowledged the importance of tailoring

special judicial orders of this sort to the circumstances of

particular case and noted that the investigative stage of

criminal proceedings is especially sensitive since there

are no formal court proceedings pending andy there is no

opportunity to obtain specific pre-trial order limiting

outofcourt statements 522 F.2d at 252 See generally

Nebraska Press Assn Stuart 427 U.s 539 564 1976

Such special order might be addressed to some or all of

the following subjects

-25-
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proscription of extrajudicial state

znents by participants in the trial including lawyers

parties witnesses jurors and court officials

which might divulge prejudicial matter not of public

record in the case0

Specific directives regarding the clearing

of entrances to and hallways in the courthouse and

respecting the management of the jury and witnesses

during the course of the trial to avoid their mingling

with or being in the proximity of reporters photo

graphers parties lawyer and others both in enter

ing and leaving the courtroom or courthouse and during

recesses in the trial

10More specifically the trial court might well have
proscribed extrajudicial statements by any lawyer party
witness or court official which divulged prejudicial
matters such as the refusal of Sheppard to submit to

interrogation or take any lie detector tests any statement
made by Sheppard to officials the identity of prospective
witnesses or their probable testimony any belief in guilt
or innocence or like statements concerning the merits of

the case Sheppard Maxwell 384 U.S at 361 45

F.R.D 391 410 24 1969

hlwparticipants in the trial including the jury were
forced to run gauntlet of reporters and photographers each
time they entered or left the courtroom Sheppard
Maxwell 384 U.S at 355 45 F.R.D at 410 25
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specific direction that the jurors

xefrain from reading listening to or watching news

reports concerning the case and that they similarly

refrain from discussing the case with anyone during the

trial and from coifilnunicating with others in any manner

during their deliberations.12

Sequestration of the jury on motion of

either party or by the court without disclosure of the

identity of the znovant.3

Directon that the nasnes and addresses of

jurors or prospective jurors not be publicly released

l2 Tte Sheppard jurors were subjected to newspaper
radio and television coverage of the trial while not taking
part in the proceedings They were allowed to go their

separate ways outside of the courtroom without adequate
directions not to read or listen to anything concerning the
case Sheppard Maxwell 384 U.S 353
were allowed to make telephone calls during their five-day
deliberations Id at 355 45 F.R.D at 410 26

13In addition sequestration of the jury was 60nethiflg
the judge should have raised sua sponte with counsel
Sheppard Maxwell 384 U.S at 363 See United States

Hoffa 367 F.2d 698 7th Cir 1966 sequestration of

jury proper in notorious trial 45 T.RID at 43.0 27
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except as required by statute14 and that no photograph

be taken or sketch made of any juror within the environs

of the court.15

14
It is provided at 28 U.S.C 1863b that the

thstrict courts jury selection plans shall fix the time
when names drawn from the qualified jury wheel shall be
disclosed toparties and the public but that the plan may
permit district judge to keep these names confidential in

any case where the interests of justice so require See
United States Hoffa 367 F.2d 698 1966 in whichtie
jury panel list was ithheld from all parties until trial
The Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit has upheld
trial judges decision to withhold the prospective jurors
naiies and addresses from the parties during the voir dire
examination in sensitive criminal case United States

Barnes _____ F.2d _____ No 781040 2nd CirApril
23 1979 Cf United States Gurney 558 F.2d 1202
1210 12 Tth Cir 1977 rehearing denied 562 F.2d
1257 cert denied sub norn Miami Herald Publishing Co
Krentzrnan 435 U.S 968 1978

15Moreover the jurors were thrust into the role of

celebrities by the judges failure to insulate them frorn
reporters and photographers See Estes Texas 381 U.S
532 545546 1965 The nurnes pitures of the jurors
with their addresses which appeared in the.newspapers
before and during the trial itself exposed them to expressions
of opinion from both cranks and friends The fact that

anonymous letters had been received by prospective jurors
should have made the judge aware that this publicity seriously
threatened the jurors privacy Sheppard v._Maxwell 384

U.S at 353 45 F.R.D at 411 28 See United States
Columbia Broadcasting System Inc 7F.2d 102 5th

Cir 1974 which held unconstitutional district judges
order banning the televising of all sketches of courtroom

proceedings even though made from memory The Court of

Appeals however did not question the power of the district

court to issue orders regulating conduct in the courtroom

upon showing that in-court sketching would be Obtrusive or

disruptive 497 F.2d at 106107
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Insulation of witnesses during the trial.16

Specific provisions regarding the seating

of spectators and representatives of news media

including

Ark order that no member of the public

or news media representative be at.bny time

permitted within the bar xailing

The allocation of seats to news media

representatives in cases where there are an

16Secondly the court should have insulated the wit
nesses All of the newspapers and radio stations apparently
interviewed prospective witnesses at will and in many
instances disclosed their testimony typical example was
the publication of numerous statements by Susan Hayes
before her appearance in court regarding her love affair
with Sheppard Although the witnesses were barred from the
courtroom during the trial the full verbatim testimony was
available to them in the press This completely nullified
the judges imposition of the rule Sheppard Maxwell
384 U.S at 359 45 P.R.D at 411 29

27The erection of press table for reporters inside the
bar is unprecedented The bar of the court is reserved for

counsel providing them safe place in which to keep
papers and exhibits and to confer privately with client and
co-counsel It is designed to protect the witness and the

jury from any distractions1 intrusions or influences and to

permit bench discussions of the judges rulings away from
the hearing of the public and ury.N Sheppard Maxwell
384 U.S at 355 45 P.RD at Ill 30
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excess of requests taki.ng into account any

pooling arrangement that may have be.en agreed to

among the newsmen.18

The list of subjects mentioned above is not intended to

be exhaustive but is merely illustrative of some of the

matters which might appropriately be dealt with in such

special order The special order to be adopted in th

highly publicized case is not substitute for the other

local rules recommended in this report but is designed to

supplement them in cases where more explicit controls are

required Further the fact that Recommendation is

limited to criminal cases should not be taken to mean that

the Court cannot in an appropriate civil case enter

special order governing the same matters as the recommenda

tion covers in criminal cases

8As we stressed in Estes the presence of the press at
judicial proceedings must be limited when it is apparent
that the accused might otherwise be prejudiced or dis
advantaged Bearing in mind the massive pre-tria publicity
the judge should have adopted stricter rules governing the
use of the courtroom by newsmen as Sheppards counsel

requested The number of reporters in the courtroom itself
could have been limited at the first sign that their presence
would disrupt the trial Sheppard Maxwell 384 U.S.at
358 45 F.R.D at Ill 31
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More Liberal Use of Traditional Techniques
for Insuring an Impartial Jury Continuance
Change of Venue Sequestration of Jur6rs and

Witnesses Voir Dire Cautionary Instructions
to Jurors Sidebar Conferences

It is reco1Tu1ended that in criminal cases likely to

attract substantial public interest the United States

District Courts make more extensive use of exjsting

techniques designed to ensure an impartial jury

COMMITTEE COlNT

This recorninendatifton is included primarily to make

clear the belief that in many cases where the problem

of prejudicial publicity is present the utilization of

one or more traditional methods for controlling the

effects of prejudicial publicity upon jury will

be effective to preserve for the accused fair trial

These techniques include continuance19 change of

9Without regard to whether the judges actions in this

respect reach dimensions that would justify issuance of the
habeas writ it should be noted that short continuance
would have alleviated any problem with regard to the judicial
elections The court in Delaney United States 199 F.2d

107 115 let Cir 1952 recognized such duty under
similar circumstances holding that jf assurance of fair

trial would necessitate that the trial of the case be post
poned until after the election then we think the law

required no less than that Sheppard Maxwell 384 U.S
at 354 45 F.R.D at 412 33
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venue20 sequestration of the jurors21 sequestration of the

witnesses22 individual voir dire of prospectLve jurors23 in

cluding in camera voir dire cautionary instructions to the jury
24

20But where there is reasonable likelihood that the
prejudicial news prior to trial will prevent fair trial
the judge should continue the case until the threat abates
or transfer it to another county notso permeated with

publicity Sheppardv Maxwell 384 U.S at 363 Rideau
Louisiana 373 U.S 723 1963 Irvin Dowd 366 U.S

717 1961 45 F.R.D at 412 34

addition sequestration of the jury was something
the judge should have raised sua sponte with counsel
Sheppard Maxwell 384 U.S at 363.See United States

Hoffa 367 F.2d at 711 45 Y.R.D at 413 35

22Secondly the Court should have insulated the wit
nesses Although the witnesses were barred from the

courtroom during the trial the full verbatim testimony was
available to them in the press This completely nullified
the judges imposition of the rule Sheppard Maxwell
384 u.s at 359 45 F.D.R at 43.3 36

23Likewise in Irvin Dowd 366 U.S 717 1961 even

though each juror indicated that he could render an im
partial verdict despite exposure to prejudicial newspaper
articles we set asidethe conviction holding With his

lifeat stake it is not requiring too much that petitioner
be tried in an atmosphere undisturbed by so huge wave of

public passion At 728 Sheppard Maxwell 384

U.S at 351 45 F.R.D at 413 37

the contrary the Sheppard jury were subjected to

newspaper radio and television coverage of the trial
They were allowed to go their separate ways outside of the

courtroom without adequate directions not to read or
listen to anything concerning the case Sheppard

Maxwell 384 U.S at 353 45 F.R.D at 413 38
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the sealing of pretrial motion papers and pleadings filed

with the court prior to the completion of the voir dire

examination of prospective jurors and the holding of

sidebar conferences between the judge and the attorneys

during trial in order to rule upon legal and evidentiary

issues without being overheard by the jury.25

The transfer of criminal case to another judicial

district together with request pursuant to 28 U.S.C

292b and for designation of the assigned judge frorn

the originating distrit to the receiving district serves

to accommodate the motion of the defendant under Fed Crirr.

21a for change of venue on account of alleged

prejudice precluding fair and impartial trial at any place

of holding court in the originating district At the same

time the transferee district need not be burdened by re

quiring one of its judges to absorb the transferred case as

the judge ordering the case transferred can request to be

assigned to try it in the transferee district Increased

use of this technique should be considered

25 United States Gurney 558 F.2d 1202 5th Cir
1977 rehearing denied 562 F.2d 1257 cert denied sub
norn Miami Herald Publishing Co Krentzman7iTThlTB
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The suggested use of individual voir dire of jurors in

sensitive and widely publicized cases is similar to the

view expressed in Standard 8-3.5a of the ABA Standards

Relating to the Administration of ustice Free Press and

Fair Trial which urges that such questioning in these

circumstances should be conducted outside of the presence of

other jurors but that record of the voir dire be kept by

court reporter or by electronic means These objectives may

be satisfied by conducting the questioning of each juror in

turn at the bench or 4idebar in separate courtroom or in

the judges chambers

In many cases and in particular those of highly

sensational nature the use of one or more of these tradi

tional measures has not proven sufficient to assure the

defendant fair trial Moreover some of them will involve

additional complications such as in the case of pro

tràcted continuance prejudice to the right of defendant

to speedy trial and the interest of the public in the

prompt administration of justice Bence use of special

order may be appropriate in such cases

No Direct Restraints on Media

No rule of court or judicial order should be promul

gated United States Pistrict Court which would prohibit

34
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rçpresentatives of the news media from broadcasting or

publishing any information in their possessionrelating to

criminal case

COMITTEE COZNT

This recommendation is virtually identical to Standard

8-3.1 of the ABA Standards Relating to the Adsninistration

of Criminal Justice Free Press and Fair Trial Both are

derived from the deóision of the Supreme Court in Nebraska

Press Assn Stuart 427 1.7.5 539 1976 The ABA

cornzientary states that this standard goes somewhat beyond

the holding by the Court but the circumstances under which

prior restraints can be imposed upon the press are extremely

limited and than invite courts to probe

the limits of the first amendment in this area and thereby

intensify conflicts with the press it is preferable to

clo3e tha door er.tirely to the a1terntive of prior restrathts

In Nebraska Press Assnn Stuart the Court bad noted

that particularly great damage can result from the judicial

imposition of prior restraint upon the communication of

news an commentary on current events that3 the

protection against prior restraint should have particular

force as applied to reporting of criminal proceedings

whether the crime in question is single isolated act or
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pattern of criminal conduct. 427 u.s at 559 Although

danger of intense pretrial publicity existedirnpairing the

defendants right to fair trial the Court found that

other measures less threatening to constitutional rights

might have sufficiently mitigated such effects and that

there had been no showing of the potential effectiveness of

the restraining order in preventing the threatened danger

Recommendation C3 is designed to eliminate any resort

to court order that requires the news media to refrain

from publishing info4nation legitimately gathered in open

court proceedings or otherwise It is consonant with the

Courts observation repeated from Sheppard laxwell 384

U.S at 36263 that LThere is nothing that proscribes

the press from reporting events that transpire in the court

room 427 U.S at 568

Recommendation C3 does not insulate members of the

news media from the consequences of any illegal acts which

might be committed in the course of obtaining case informa

tion that is subsequently published The regular pro

hibitions of the criminal law are available to punish any

such transgressions As stated in the AA Commentary to

Standard 8-3.1 This standard does not create immunity

from all sanctions for the media If information or records

are obtained by means of theft bribery or fraud the first

amendment will not be bar to appropriate punishment
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Closure of Pretrial Proceedings

Unless otherwise provided j26 an preliminary

criminal proceedings27 including preliminary examinations and

hearings on pretrial motions shall be held in open court and

shall be available for attendance and observation the public

provided that upon motion made or agreed to the defense28

the Court in the exercise of its discretion may order pre

trial proceeding be closed to the public in whole or in part

on the grounds

that there is reasonable likelihood that the

dissemination of information disclosed at such proceeding would

impair the defendants right to fair trial and

that reasonable alternatives to closure will not

adequately protect defendants right to fair trial

If the Court so orders it shall state for the record its

specific findings concerning the need for closure

26 for example 18 U.S.C 5038 providing for secrecy
of juvenile proceedings Fed Crim 6e providing for the
secrecy of grand jury proceedings

is not intended that matters such as bench conferences
conferences in chambers and those matters normally iandled in

camera be covered by this rule

281n Gannett Co DePasquale 443 U.S at 401 Powell
concurring it is suggested that if representatives of the

press and public are present at the time of the motionthey
must be given an opportunity to be heard on the question of
their exclusion if their constitutional right to access is to
have any substance
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CO1flTEE COMENT

This recommendation corriports with the decision in

Gannett Co DePascuale 443 u.s 368 1979 in

which the Sixth .rnendient guarantee of public trial was

held to be solely for the benefit of the defendant rather

than that of the public Approved in the decision was

state courts closure of pretrial hearing on the sup

pression of evidence in criminal case upon an unopposed

1rotion by the defendants as necessary to restrain the

dissemination of prejSdicial news and to preserve the

prospect of fair trial by an impartial jury.29 The

transcript of the suppression hearing had been released to

the press immediately following the defendants entry of

guilty pleas and this procedure was at the least

implicitly commended in the Courts opinion 443 U.S

at 393

29
Compare Standard 8-3.2 of the ABA Standards Relating

to the Arinistrationof ustice Free Press and Fair

Trial which provides that pretrial proceedings shall

generally be open to the public and would authorize

presiding judicial officer to close pretrial court proceeding
only if the dissemination of information from such proceeding
would create clear and present danger to avoid such preju
dicial effect Additionally Standard 83.6d would permit
the defendant to move in case where the jury is not

sequestered for the exclusion of the public from any
portion of the trial taking place outside of the presence of
the jury
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It is intended that Recommendation C4 will insure that

closure as reans of protecting defendants-right to

fair trial is not excessively employed by trial courts

To this end the recommendation sets forth the considerations

to be weighed in determining whether such an extrere measure

should be utilized

RECOMMENDATION RELATING TO THE USE OF
PHOTOGRAPHY RADIO TELEVISION EQUIPMENT AD

TAPE RECORDERS IN THE COURTROOM AND ITS ENVIRONS

It is recorninende that each United States District

Court adopt rule of court providing in substance as follows

1The taking of photographs and operation of

tape recorders in the courtroom or its environs

er and radio or television broadcasting from the court-

room or its environs during the progress of or in

connection with judicial proceedings including proceed

ings before United States Magistrate whether or not

court is actually in session is prohibited judge

however permit the use of electronic or

hotographic means for the presentation of evidence or

the perpetuation of record and the broadcasting

televising recording or photographing of jnvestjtive

ceremonial or raturalization proceedings

Such rule should define the area included as environs at

each place where judicial proceedings are held
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COM1I TTEE CONMENT

Fed Crirn 53 presently provides

The taking of photographs in the court room
during the progressof judicial proceedings or
radio broadcasting of judicial proceedings from the
court room shall not be permitted by the court

In Estes Texas 38 U.S 532 1965 the Supreme Court

approved the policy of the rule and gave it const2.tutional

basis The Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit has

upheld the contempt conviction of television news photo

grapher who in violation of standing order of the ccurt

took television photographs of defendant and his attorney

in the hallway outside courtroom after the defendants

arraignment United States Seymour 373 F.2d 629 5th

Cir 1967 See Tribune Review Publishing Co Thomas

254 F.2d 883 3rd Cir 1958

In 1979 the Judicial Conference reaffirmed its policy

condemning as inconsistent with fair judicial procedure the

photographing or broadcasting of judicial proceedings by

radio television or other veans.3 Nowever an exception

was made by the Conference to permit the broadcasting

30Report of the Proceedings of the Judicial Conference
at 2425 1979
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telecasting recording or photography of investitive

ceremonial or naturalization proceedings conduºted in

federal courthouse which is reflected by an amendinent

conteinporaneously made to Canon 3A7 of the Code of Judicial

Conduct for United States Judges that authorizes such

coverage for ceremonial occasions and also authorizes the

use of electronic or photographic means for the presentation

of evidence or the perpetuation of record This exeption

is reflected by the new language above The only other

change is the inclusio of tape recorders within the

prohibition

It should be noted that 26 states presently allow

broadcast and photographic coverage at the trial stage at

the appellate stage or at both stages either by rule or on

an experimental basis Although this usage led to

proposed standard allowing such coverage the AA refused

to adopt the standard endorsing

31See American Bar Association Standards Relating to the
AdMnTtration of Criminal Justice Pair Trial and Free
Press proposed Standard 83.6a and accompanying Coxn
Inentary 1978


